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Gives me great pleasure to welcome all of you on behalf of the trust as well as the 

Dumroo team because I think we see it as almost a collaboration venture of our Trust’s 

vision, of what we envision in the area of children’s literature and that forms part of 

one of the key components of our work in the area of elementary education and our col-

laboration with IDC has been in that light.  So, I’m just going to take few minutes from 

you to tell you little bit more about the Trust and the education portfolio and the Parag 

initiative of the Trust under which we have this partnership with IDC.  

Some of you, probably already do know a little bit about the Trust, so, please bear with 

me.  Navajbhai Ratan Tata Trust and Sir Ratan Tata Trust, these are the two Trusts that 

I’m referring to.  As most of you know the Trust is named after Sir Ratan and he left his 

will behind when he died at a fairly young age and that has been broadly a guiding 

document for the Trust in terms of the work it has done in the last 90 years or so.  And 

Navajbhai Ratan Tata Trust, Navajbhai was Sir Ratan’s wife; this Trust was found in 1970 

and programmatically both the Trusts have similar vision and the same program team 

manages the work of both the Trusts and some of the things, excerpts from Sir Ratan’s 



will for you to look at in terms of the focus on innovations, focus on wanting to do work 

which is sectoral and not for a particular section within society or the whole focus on 

accountability, I think while the manner in which some of these ideas are outlined and 

the language used is different, but I think some of these principles in some ways have 

guided the work overall of the Trust.  Overall just in terms of the growth of the Trust, is 

really from 2000 onwards, I would say when the Trust has been in more strategic focus, 

grant making kind of a frame and there are 5 thematic areas, rural livelihood, educa-

tion, health, civil society and governance and arts & culture, in which the Trust does it’s 

grant making.  Coming to the education portfolio, it is our strategic plan that was done 

in 2005, led by Prof. Krishna Kumar which helped as defined the areas within elemen-

tary education, that we have focused on the last 5 years and one of the key themes that 

the strategic plan suggested to us, was to look at multiple levels of engagement.  One is 

looking at regions which are relatively, poorly funded or on human development index 

are performing poorly and looking at supporting initiatives which improve the quality 

of education for particularly tribal and marginalized communities.  Looking at within 

the larger elementary education sector, identifying the gap areas ranging from teacher 

training to one of the things which was suggested was children’s literature.  And also 

looking at some of this experience, understanding, informing, helping build knowledge 

as well as informing policies.  So these are all the areas in which our effort has been.  I 

think we have a very long way to go.  

The Parag publication initiative was conceptualized based on the vision of the strate-

gic plan, which has attempted to address some of these broader concerns.  So one, in 

terms of production of new or certain kind of material which we otherwise do not find 

in the market.  Investing also in the people behind children’s literature and content for 

children and also investing in their growth in order to be able to make a difference to 

this sector.  Also the whole issue of outreach, I think obviously it’s not only good enough 

to have quality material but for that material to really reach children and teachers for 

whom it is meant and I think today’s workshop is an example of these kinds of creat-

ing platforms of networking kind of spaces which again are relatively limited.  So, it’s 

basically an element; I just wanted to take a minute to share that typically we have a 

large number of players in elementary education often children’s literature is not neces-

sarily seen as something very closely linked with elementary education.  The interven-

tion program which tries to improve reading is seen as something central to elementary 

education, but in terms of what is it that the children when they start to become literate 



or even the process of becoming literate, what is the process that they would be reading, 

I think we feel it’s as important part of the larger portfolio and based on that the whole 

focus on children’s literature as well as educational publishing.  So, those are the two 

broad components that we see as important areas.  Some of the partners with whom we 

have worked on and there are a few partnerships which are also in the offing, though 

whom we have tried to translate and take this vision really forward.  And kinds of things 

that we have managed to promote and facilitate in the last 5 years or so are, one, at the 

level of supporting development of new kind of material and two, its publication.  Also, 

trying to experiment with newer forms, for example these animated anibooks which for 

example we tried to do in bilingual format, Hindi and Marathi and Santali for example.  

Or there is a pilot which is currently underway looking at the needs of visually impaired 

persons with Karadi’s collaboration.  So, basically the idea is to create space and envi-

ronment where a newer kind of thinking, experimentation around creating content for 

children of a variety of kinds can be done with focus more on the printed material but 

not excluding other forms.  And I think what we realize while we are; when we look 

back we feel okay there has been something that we have been able to achieve.  

There is a very very long way to go and I think just reflecting a little bit on the partner-

ship with IDC, I think this is the first under Parag, our partnership with an academic 

institution, a design institution so far.  Most of the others that you saw are nonprofit or-

ganizations with whom we have worked and attempted to link them often for the actual 

product or publication with a mainstream publisher wherever possible.  But I was also 

just in the morning trying to reflect on this partnership with IDC and I think histori-

cally, elementary education has been delinked with the university structure.  So if we 

look at the teacher training for example of elementary education teachers, universities 

are not involved.  It’s a two year diploma course which is handled without any linkage 

with the university.  On the other hand, when it comes to development of curriculum 

or deciding what the teacher training content often the university personnel are in the 

decision making space.  So, one of the things which overall in the portfolio we have 

tried to facilitate is a linkage between the university departments and school education 

and I think in some ways the vision behind looking proactively a partnership with the 

design academic institution in the field of design is also that content is being created, a 

variety of children are using that material, but often the design academic institutions 

can contribute much more significantly in the whole development and in the way in 

which I think the juncture at which children’s literature as a sector in the country is.  But 



we do not have enough channels and spaces where this sort of give and take is happen-

ing and I think collaboration with IDC has been an attempt to building on the vision of 

course of the faculty members here to experiment in some ways with those possibilities.  

So I think overall for the Parag portfolio, even we are looking at the vision I think, we 

realize that at the multiple levels the work needs to continue.  One is in terms of really 

if some of these forums, networking that we are talking about has to happen in a sus-

tained manner.  We have to look at some way in which this can be institutionalized.  

We need to look at continuing to do the similar kind of work that we are supporting.  So 

looking at the whole spectrum of from reading acquisition to reading promotion to de-

velopment of right kind of material and that we realize is a fairly huge task ahead but 

I’m really happy to share a little bit with you and will be happy to get your feedback.  

Thank you so much and I’m really looking forward to being a participant in next three 

days.  Many of you with we have had some partnerships and some we would love to 

work with you in the future.  So really looking forward.  Thank You..


